
LKS2 MFL Journey Cycle A

Greetings
Hello, goodbye, how are 

you?

Christmas
A short French nativity 

dialogue.
Numbers

Numbers 0-12, asking how 
old someone is.

Introductions
Introducing yourself, the 

correct way of addressing 
people.

Autumn Term

Spring Term

Food
Name some foods, listen to 

and retell the story of 
La Chenille qui fait des trous.

Nursery Rhymes
Une arignee sur le plancher.

Easter
French traditions at 
Easter, painted egg 

descriptions.

Summer Term
Families

Family members, Le radis geant, pets, display 
work about yourself and your family.



LKS2 MFL Journey Cycle B

Greetings
Hello, goodbye, how are you? 

classroom instructions.

Autumn Term

Colours
Leaning the names of 11 
colours in French, what is 

your favourite colour?

Un bonhomme
de neige

A short French drama.

Spring Term

Animals
A visit to the zoo, adjectives to 

describe animals.

The body
The parts of the face, 
the parts of the body.

Easter
French traditions 

at Easter.

Summer Term

Days and months
Know the days of the week and 

months of the year, describe 
the month your birthday is in, 

birthday bar chart.

Hobbies
Names of some hobbies, describing whether you 
love, like or dislike them, asking someone else if 

they like a certain hobby.



UKS2 MFL Journey Cycle A

The High Street
Types of buildings, directions, asking where 
places are, describing different times of day.

Autumn Term

Christmas
Spending time 

with your family.

Spring Term

Summer Term

Houses and Homes
Names of rooms, adjectives to describe rooms, 

my ideal home, house for sale, furniture.

Food and Drink
Food likes and dislikes, a balanced 

meal, eating habits in France, a 
French breakfast, a French dessert.



UKS2 MFL Journey Cycle B

Days, Months, Seasons, Weather
Revise days of the week, what hobbies do I 

do during the week, months of the year, 
numbers 0 – 50, Dates, weather and seasons.

Planning a French holiday
Saying where you live, choosing a place to visit, 
choosing accommodation, travel arrangements, 

places of interest.

Christmas
L’arbre de Noel

Autumn Term
Greetings and 

Classroom Routines
Answering the register, asking 

for classroom objects.

Spring Term

Summer Term

Clothing
Names of different clothing, 
understanding differences in 

school uniform.

Family and Occupations
Who is in your family?  Red Riding 

Hood, names of occupations.


